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ABSTRACT • determine site meteorological conditions most
relevant to DOE policy requirements,

The U.S. Depamnent of Energy has required • analyz_ releases and determine dose at site
radiologicalsabotagevulnerabilityassessments to be boundary,and
conducted for years. However, the exact • evaluateupgrades,ffnecessary.
methodologyto be used in this type of analysis still
remains somewhat elusive. Therefore, there is Althoughthese are relatively simple steps to follow,
tremendous variation in the methodologies and this type of analysis is fraughtwith pitfalls. These
assumptions used to determine release levels and pitfallsare:
doses potentially affecting the health and safety of
the public. In some cases, there are three orders of • There is a large range of assumptions used in
magnitude difference in results for dispersal of _diologieal sabotage analysis. Some examples
similar materials under similar meteorological are; respireablerelease fractions and particle size
conditions. To addressthis issue, we have developed distributions, releases inside buildings versus
an approach to standardizingradiological sabotage outside, energy impartedby explosives or lofting,
target analysis that starts by addressing basic and effectsof differenttypesof terrain.
assumptions and then directs the user to some
recommendedcomputerizedanalyticaltools. Results , The meteorologicalconditionsthat need to be used
from different dispersal codes are also comparedin t9 conduct these analyses are not well defined.
this analysis. DOE Orders require that 10 CFR 100, 99.5%

worst case weather conditions be used. Some
DOE entities have allowed 75% weather to be

INTRODUCTION used. Additionally, some sites have used 50%
weatherconditions to conducttheir analysis.

Various DOE Orders and policies require DOE
facilities to conduct vulnerability assessments in • There are manydifferentcomputercodes that may
order to quantifypotential vulnerabilityto deliberate I_eU___o__to conductOtis[ype of analysis, There can
radiological sabotage acts. Ideally, in order to be a largevariance in resultswith these codeseven
accomplishthis, an analystneedsto: using the same assumptions.

s obtainan inventorylist of ali radioactivematerials • In _mm1_y __ses, ES&Hpersonnel who could help
at the facility, with this analysis have a lmrd time making the

• determine release fractions for explosive and transition from analyzing accident g:enarios to
other release scenarios, deliberate_tage acts.

• CL,_nup costs are not considered in _W
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cases there could be relatively small doses at the used by DOE sites to evaluate the consequences of
site lxamdary with deposition exceeding radiological sabotage. This comparison has been
Environmental Protection Agency standards for done, not to highlight weaknesses in a particular
miles. EPA requires cleanup to below .2 code, but to illustrate the point of large diversit)' in
microcuries per squareratter, resalts using a similar set of assumptions. The codes

used were:
Because of these factors, it is difficult for site
personnel to determine what process control limits HOTSPOT - Health Physics Codes - Version 2.0 -
should be in place, what insider controls should be Gaussian plume
employed, and what protective force tactics should HOTSPOT - Health Physics Codes - Version 6.5 -
be implemented. The determination of the overall Gaussian plume
protection strategy for radiological sabotage ml'gets MACCS - MELCOR Accident Consequence Code
can have significant cost implications. System- Gaussian plume

ERAD - Explosive Release Atmospheric Model -
For example, site results could show a dose at the three-dimensional simulation
site boundary that exceeds some multiple of 10 CFg XQSTAT - FORTRANModel - Gaussian plume
100 values. In orderto keep riskvalues in the LOW
range, according to the DOE risk evaluation process, In order to conduct this comparison, we have held as
the material allowed in process is reduced. This many variables constant as possible. Since these
reduction is typically to the amount that lowers the codes sometimes require different types of input,
dose at the site boundary to allow a LOW risk level everyeffort has been made to tailor input to provide
to be assigned. If the method used to calculate this uniform results. The key inputs for this analysis
r_mlt significantly overestimates the dose, then the were:
site is unnecessarily imposing restrictive process
control limits. This can add significant process • Material at risk - 9.5 Kilograms of Weapons
.costs.,increase dose to workers,and expose material Grade Plutonium Oxide
to an increased window of vulnerabili_'to theft and
diversion. Clearly this is not a desired outcome of • Respire_le release fraction - 10% (< 10
radiological sabotage analysis, micrometers)

In order to help keep the above from happening, we • Curiesper gram value - .081
have attempted to provide a standard set of
assumptions, information sourcgs, and recommended • Explosive to mass ratio - 1 to 1 TNT equivalent
computer codes to help with radiological sabotage (approximately21 pounds)
analysis. Hopefully, by using these tools,
radiological sabotage analysis can become • Site Boundary - 2 Kilometers
standardized and provide more uniform results
acrossthecomplex. This standardization could help • Weather Assumptions (Gaussian Plume Models)
make radiological sabotage VA process easier for -Pasquill StabilityClass- E
site personnel. Additionally, standardization could - Wind speed - 3.2 miles per hour
make review by DOE Headquarters validation and
operational readiness review teams more efficient • Weather Assumptions (ERAD)
and meaningful. Site and DOE safeguards and -Roughness Length- .17
security management personnel could then nmke (correspondingto agriculturalland
more informed decisions relating to protection -ObukhovLength-7500meters (50th
strategy, risk acceptance, and other issues having perocntile)
significant monetary impact.

ERAD is a three-dimensional numerical simulation

of panicle dispersion in the atmosphere that includes
RELEASE CODECOMPARISON initial cloud dynamics, buoyancy effects and

turbulent diffusion. As a simulation, ERAD,
In this section we reportthe result of a co.son requiresdifferentweatherdata input thana Gaussian
of the following computercodes that are sometimes plume model. The roughness length is entered



directly in to ERAD, while the Obukhov length is STANDARDIZATION ISSUES AND
used to select an actual weather data file for a site RECOMMENDATIONS
that has that chosen Obukhov length.

Given ali of the above, what are potential solutions?
The..results of this code comparison are shown in On the basis of our experience with this problem,
Table 1. here are our recommendations:

Table 1-Release Code Comparison • Establish a clearly defined set meteorolo_cal
conditions that must be used by sites. We believe

Code CEDE (REM) the 99.5 percentile meteorology is excessively
HOTSPOT 2.0 147 restrictive in terms of constraining process control
HOTSPOT6.5 30 limits, and is better suited to reactor siting

MACCS 10 criteria. A 75th percentile meteorology may be, ,,

ERAD 3 more reasonable as a baseline. However, O,e best

XQSTAT 25 answer is probably a stati_ical analysis of thedistribution of historical weather conditions at the

site. This would give decision makers a more

From Table 1 we can see that there is quite a clear picture of the sabotage potential of a given
variation in results. In the documentation for these facility.

codes there can be found qualifiers such as, 'as with

any atmospheric model, large errors are possible,' • Select a set of DOE standardized codes for
and 'the predicted contours fall within 50% of actual radiological sabotage analysi.s: We would like to
observations.' Considering the above, is it realistic see a formal study undertaken to accomplish this.
for a site to establish extremely precise process However, based on our experience, we believe that
control limits based on a particular set of results? ERAD is best suited for analysis of explosive

Clearly, doing so may be establishing an artificial releases and lofting scenarios, and MACCS is best
preciseness to a somewhat inexact science, suited for analysis of reactor sabotage and other

fission product releases. Some of the other codes,

There is roughly one order of magnitude variation in we believe, are best suited for very quick analysis
results obtained from the last four codes, as shown in of accident scelmrios, primarily to provide an
Table 1. Doses typically track linearly with immediate assessment of the magnitude of

increases in quantity. Therefore, theoretically, a site emergency response. However, because of its user
could allow ten times the quantity of material in friendly nature, HOTSPOT can be an extremely

process simply by basing the analysis on a code that valuable tool for screening potential targets. At a
gives consistently low results, minimum, we would like to see a workshop held todiscuss these matters. We know there are many

The Gaussian plume models :ypicaUy report higher other codes being used in the field than those
doses than does the code that uses the numerical discussed here and believe the DOE safeguards

simulation, ERAD. However, we have found some and security community would benefit from
cases where the reverse is true. hearing about them.

If we consider the additional variation in the • Establish a _andardized set of release fraction

assumptions that may be used from site to site in assumptions to be used in conducting exvlosive
conducting these analyses, we have seen the dispersal analysis. We have seen release fractions
difference in results rise to well above three orders of ranging from. 1% to 100% for explosive dispersal

magnitude. These factors make it extremely difficult of certain types of radioactive material,
for decision makers to determine what is an particularly sealed sources. For explosive

acceptable risk and what is not. dispersal of metals, we have seen ranges of 1% to
20%. For lofting scenarios, we have seen ranges
of .005% to 10%. When these variations are

coupled with the code differences, utility of results
comes into question. On the basis of what we have
observed at various DOE sites, and on Nuclear
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Emergency Search Team research, we recommend target screening tool. Standardization of this process
the following release fractions as a reasonable could potentially save scarce resources, aid in
starting point: decision making, and reduce risk of theft and

diversion.

• Explosive dispersal of powders - the actual
particle size distribution, usually near 11% for Finally, we believe the community should evaluate
plutonium oxides (see reference 2). the impact of cleanup costs when conducting

sabotage risk evaluations. The 1966 Palomares,

• Explosive dispersal of metals - 20% of the Spain accident, where two nuclear weapons one-
material is dispersed with 20°/0 of that amount point detonated after an aircraft crash, caused $100

respireable, for an overall 4% fraction (see million dollars in cleanup costs. These cleanup costs
were mainly for scraping topsoil from rural

reference 3). farmland. The costs today for such an event could be

• Lofting of Powders - .005% (see reference 1). staggering.

• Explosive dispersal of sealed soelces - no
recommendation, we believe more anaJysis is REFERENCES
needed concerning this case. However, w¢ know
of sites that have used a 20% respireable release 1, Consequence Calculations in Support of a
fraction. Many sites have not analy2._xl sealed Radiological Sabotage Vulnerability Study, H.
sources because DOE safety orders specifically Jordan and R.C. Weiss, 12/92, Rocky Flats.
exclude them. There could be credible scenarios

for sabotage of these sources that could cause 2. Risk Assessment Guide, Rocky Flats Plant,
major releases, prepared by the Safety Analysis and Risk

Assessment Department, 5/91.

In the absence of rigorous insider controls,

sabotage events should typically be assumed to 3. Recommended Procedure f_3r SNL Disper'sal
occur outside. Additionally, the use of shaped Predictions, R. E. Luna, W. F. Hartman, 8/90.

charges should be considered as well as the
traditional evaluation of dispersal using bulk 4. Description and Validation of ERAD - An

explosives. Atmospheric Dispersion Model for High
Explosive Detonations, B. A. Boughton, J. M.

Again, we believe a workshop would be extremely DeLaurentis, SAND92-2069, 10/92.
valuable to help sites with these assumptions. We
have seen many ingenious methods used to 5. Human Radiation Exposures Related to Nuclear
determine values used in the field. Weapons Industries, IZ G. C_ddihy, and G. J.

Newton, ITRI, 9/85.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 6. MELCOR Accident Consequence Code System(MACCS) Model Description, H. N. Jow, J. L.

Because of the large variation of results obtained in Sprung, NUREG/CR--4691-Vol.2, 2/90.

radiological sabotage analysis conducted in the field,
we strongly recommend that a standardized set of 7. A Straightforward Approach ._o RadiologicalHazards Assessment, TRADF.,, R. L. Burke,
assumptions be adopted. Although these
assumptions could not be used in every case, they ERCE, 5/91.
could provide a valuable starting point for
conducting this type of analysis. We also believe 8. Aerosol Cloud Generation Experiments, A. C.Ratzel and E. J. Constantineau, SN'L, 5/90.
certain dispersal codes, specifically ERAD and
MACES, should be recommended for use where

costly process control limits, insider protection 9. HOTSPOT PC Health Physics Codes, S. G.Hommux LLNL, 3/93.
strategies, and denial response strategies are
implemented to mitigate radiological sabotage
scenarios. HOTSPOT should be used as a quick
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This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
_ United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency

thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use-
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe-
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac-
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-

. mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.
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